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{Elliott/North)
June 18, 1985
6:00 p.m.
PRESIDENTIAL REMARKS:

Good evening.

NEWS CONFERENCE OPENING STATEMENT
TUESDAY, JUNE 18, 1985

One hour ago, the body of a young American

hero, Navy diver Robert Dean Stethem, was returned to his native
soil in a coffin, after being beaten and shot at pointblank
range.
His murder and the fate of the other American hostages still
being held in Beirut underscore an inescapable fact:

the United

States is tonight a Nation being attacked by international
terrorists who wantonly kill and who seize our innocent citizens
as their prisoners.

In response to this situation, I am

directing that the following steps be taken:
I have directed the Secretary of Transportation, in
cooperation with the Secretary of State, to explore immediately
an expansion of our armed sky marshal program aboard
international flights of U.S. air carriers for better protection
of passengers.
I am directing the Secretary of State to issue an
immediate travel advisory for U.S. citizens travelling through
the Athens International Airport warning them of dangers.

This

warning shall remain in effect until the Greek government has
improved the security situation there, and until it has
demonstrated a willingness to comply with the security provisions
of the U.S.-Greek Civil Aviation Agreement and the Tokyo,
Montreal, and Hague Conventions regarding prosecution and
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punishment of air pirates.

I have asked for a full explanation

of the events surrounding the takeover of the aircraft in Athens.
I have appealed through the Department of Transportation
and the Federal Aviation Administration for all U.S. air carriers
to review the wisdom of continuing any flights into Athens until
the security situation there improves.
Further, I have asked Secretaries Shultz and Dole to
report to me on whether we should terminate the service of
foreign air carriers whose governments do not honor appropriate
International Conventions or provide adequate security at their
airports.
I am calling upon all Allied and friendly governments to
redouble their efforts to improve airport security and take other
measures to prevent the hijacking of aircraft.

I will also be

asking them to take steps to prevent travel to places where
lawlessness is rampant and innocent passengers are unprotected.
And I am urging that no American enter any Middle
Eastern country that does not publicly tlilim........~ disassociate
itself from this atrocity and call for the immediate, safe
release of our citizens.
Let me further make it plain to the assassins in Beirut and
their accomplices, wherever they may be, that America will never
make concessions to terrorists.
terrorism.
do so.

To do so would only invite more

Nor will we ask nor pressure any other government to

Once we head down that path, there will be no end to

it -- no end to the suffering of innocent people, no end to the
bloody ransom all civilized nations must pay.
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This act of terrorism is a stain on Lebanon and particularly
on those Lebanese in whose name it has been done.

Those in

Lebanon who commit these acts damage their country and their
cause, and we hold them accountable.
I call upon those holding our people to release them without
condition.

I call upon the leaders of Lebanon, political and

religious, to meet their responsibilities and to do all that is
necessary to end this crime now in the name of the God they
worship.

And I call on other governnments to speak out and use

their influence as well.
This attack is an attack on all citizens of the world who
seek to live free from the fear and scourge of terrorism.
My thoughts and prayers are, as are those of all Americans,
with the prisoners now being held in Lebanon and with their
families.
Let me conclude by stating the obvious:
of a dangerous and volatile situation.

We are in the midst

Before taking your

questions I must stress that speculation tonight over what steps
we might or might not take in hypothetical circumstances can only
lead terrorists to work harder.

Consequently, there are many

questions to which I should not and cannot respond.

That said:

Mike Putzel of the Associated Press has the first question.

(Rohrabacher/BE/PJB)
June 20, 1985
6:30 p.m.
PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS:

INSERT FOR INTERNATIONAL LIONS
CLUB CONVENTION
DALLAS, TEXAS
FRIDAY, JUNE 21, 1985

In the last few days it has become ever more clear that
the criminal threat to civilization is no mere domestic problem.
Wednesday night in El Salvador, four young Marines in civilian
clothes, along with civilians from America and several other
countries, were gunned down in a sidewalk cafe.

This event was

preceded by the wanton bombing of an air terminal in Frankfurt,
the hijacking of one of our airliners, and the seizure of a
Jordanian aircraft.
The killers in El Salvador are no different than these other
perpetrators of inhumane acts.

I can promise all of them this:

they will never succeed in weakening our resolve to resist
terrorism.
We consider these murders, hijackings, and abductions an
attack on all western civilization.
We will continue to act with appropriate restraint, but let
no one doubt our resolve.

Those who commit such crimes should be

aware of the truth of President Theodore Roosevelt's observation,
"The American people are slow to wrath, but when their wrath is
once kindled it burns like a consuming flame."
Our patience is not inexhaustible.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
Off ice of the Press Secretary
-:.For

-Itg!tlediate-.Re~ase

July

REMARKS OF THE PRESIDENT
TO THE AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION CONVENTION
Constitution Hall
Washington, D.C.
-10:32 A-.M. EDT-

THE P~ESIDENT: Thank you, John Shephard.
I want
welcome all of you to the last tax deductible ABA Convention.
(Laughter.)
Really, I'm delighted you decided to come to the
Capi tol, and believe me, this week Washington belongs to you.

f
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I noticed this morning that even Milt Pitts, the White
House barber, has a welcome sign up -- "Hair cutting, $10.
Hair-splitting, $100 an hour."
(Laughter.)
I was -disappointed, though,
Council told me that I couldn't accept an
Actually, I kind of thought it would be a
l~wyers and I'd come home with the fee.
worry, I'm not gojng to - speak very long.
back ~t the White House with my wife, the
Chief of Staff -- or as you would put it,
Bush;
(Laughter.)

when the White House
honorarium this morning.
first to talk to _ a group of
(Laughter.) -But don't
I have a lunch scheduled _
Vice President, and my
Reagan, Reagan, Regan, and

Seriously, I'm delig~ted to be able to speak today, not
- - _jqst -Eo ~he -large.st voluntary professional association in - the w6ild,
but one whose exclusive concern is the starting point for any free
society, a concern that is at the heart of civilized life:
the law
-- our ~ourts ~nd legal system -- justice itself.
Now, I want to be very candid with you this morning and·
tell you I'd been planning to come here today to speak on a number of
legal issues -- the problems of our courts, our administration's
enforcment of anti-trust and civil rights laws, as well as our
ongoing attack on the drug trade and organized cr1me in general. But
I'm afraid this oiscussion will now have to wait for another
occasion, for it's been overtaken by events of an international
nature -- events that I feel compelled as President to comment on
today. And yet, I think these matters will be of interest to you,
not only because you're Americans, but because, as lawyers, you are
also concerned with the rule of law and the danger posed to it by
criminals of both a domestic and international variety.
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_The reason we haven't had time to discuss the issues that
- _- l - had-.0r iginally___ hQped to -address - this morning ha-s to do wi-th our
-- hos.ta__ge5- :__ and - what all of America have been_ through dur -ing recent
we~ks.
·
Y€t my purpose today goes even beyond our concern over
the r~cent outrages in Beirut, El Salvador, or the Air India tragedy,
- the Narita bombing, or the Jord-a nian Airlines hijacking. We must
look beyond these events because I feel it is vital not to allow
-them, as -terrible as they afe, to _obscure an even larger and darker
terrorist menace.
_

_
There is a temptation to see the terrorist act as simply
the erratic work of - a small group -of fanatics. We make this mistake
at great - peril~ for the attacks on America, her citizens, her allies,
and other democratic nations in recent years do form a pattern of
terrorism that has strategic implications and political goals. And
only by moving our focus from the tactical to the strategic
perspective, only by identifying the pattern of terror and those
behind it, can we hope to put into force a strategy to deal with it.
So, let us go to the facts. Here is what we know. In
recent years, there has been a steady and escalating pattern of
terrorist acts against the United States and our allies and Third
Worla nations f~iendly to~ard our ~ interests. The number of ~er~orist
act-s rose - from about 500 in 1983 to over 600 -in 1984. There were 30~
bombings alone last year -- that works out to an average of almost
one a day.
And some of the most vic~ous attacks were directed at
Americans or United . States property and installations. And this
- _pattern-:- has · cohtim~ed thr.oughout _ 1985, and in mo~t - -eases, _i-nnocent -c1vilians are the victims of the violence.
At the current rate, as many as 1,000 acts of terrorism
will occur in 1985. Now, that's what we face unl&ss civilized
- nations act together to end this assault on humanity.
In recent years, the Mideast has been one principal point
of focus for these attacks -- attacks directed at the United States,
Israel, France, Jordan and the United Kingdom. Beginning in the
summer of 1984 and culminating in January and February of this year,
there was also a series of apparently coordinated attacks and
assassinations by left-wing terrorist groups in Belgium, West Germany
and France -- attacks directed against American and NATO
installations or military and industr i al officials of'those nations.

- 3 -

Now what do we know about the sources of ~pose at~acks and the whole pattern of terroList assaults in recent years? Well;
- in 1983 alone, the Central Intelligence Agency either confirmed or ~ _
found str-ong -_evidence _of lranian involvement in_ 57 terro~ i_st a_t-ta_c -ks. While most of these attack-s occurred in Lebanon, -an increase · in -=- :
·activity by terrorists sympathetic to Iran was seen througheut
Europe: Spain and France -have seen such incidents, and in Ita-ly~
seven pro-Iranfan Lebanese students were arrested for plotting an
attack on th~ U.S. Embassy: and this violence continues.
_
It will not surprise any of you to know that, in addition .
to Iran, we have identified another nation, Libya, as deeply invQlved~
in terrorism. We have evidence which links Libyan agents or _
surrogates to at least 25 incidents last year. Colonel Qaddafi's
_ outrages against civilized conduct are, of course, as infamous as
those of the Ayatollah Khomeini. The gunning down last year -- from
inside the Libyan Embassy -- of a British policewoman is only one of
many examples.
Since September 1984, Iranian-backed terrorist groups
have been responsible for almost 30 attacks, and, most recently, the
Egyptian government aborted a Libyan-backed plot to bomb our Embassy
in Cairo. It was this pattern of state-approved assassination and
terrorism by Libya that led the United States a few years ago to
expel Libyan diplomats and has forced other nations to take similar
steps since then. But let us, in acknqwledging his commitment to
terrorism, at least give Colonel Qaddafi his due. The-man is candid
He s-aid recently · that Libya .was -- and I quote _-- "capable of
exporting terrorism to the heart of America. We are also capable
physical liquidation and destruction and arson inside America."
And, by fhe way, it's important to note here that the
recognition o_f this deep and on-going involvement of Ir-an and Libya
in internat-ional terror ism is -hardly- c-onf ine-a - to our own government.
Most police forces in Europe now take this involvement for 9ranted1
and this is not even to mention the warnings issued by world leaders.
For example, the Jordanian leadership has publicly noted that Libyan
actions caused the destruction of the Jo~danian Embassy~ripoli. - ~

,'.

Now three other governments, along with Ira~ and Libya,
are actively supporting a campaign of international terrorism against
the United St~tes, her allies, and moderate Third World states.
First, North Korea. The extent and crudity of North
Korean violence against the United States and our ally, South Korea,
are a matter of record. Our aircraft have been shot down: our
servicemen have been murdered in border inc~dents; and two years ago,
four members of the South Korean Cabinet were blown up in a bombing
in Burma by North Korean terrorists -- a failed attempt to
assassinate President Chun. This incident was just one more of an
unending series of attacks directed against the Republic of Korea by
North Korea.

-:- ~-_Now what- is --not readily known or understood is North
Korea's wider link~ to the int~rnitional terrorist network. There is
not time -today to- recount all ef North Korea's efforts to foster
__ sep~rati.sm, _v iolence-f - and . sub~r..s j oQ in other .lands well beyond i t-s
-_ Immediat~ oorders, bu~ ~ t-e cite on~ example, North Korea's erf~rts to
spreaq separatism and_ terror:ism in the free and prosperous nation of
- sri Lanka are - a deep and con-tinuing source of tension in South Asia-.
-And this is not even to mention North Korea' involvement
here in our own - hemisphere,- including a secret a·rms agreement with
the former _communist government in Grenada. I will also have
something to..say · about North Korea's involvement in Central America
- in _a moment. And then there is Cuba, a nation whose government has,
since the 1960's, openly armed, trained, and directed terrorists
operati_ng on at least three continents. · This has occurred in Latin
America. The OAS .has repeatedly passed sanctions against Castro for
sponsoring terrorism in places and countries too numerous to mention.
This has also occurred in Africa. President Carter openly
accused the Castro government of supporting and training Katangan
terrorists from Angola in · their attacks on Zaire. And even in the
Middle East, Cas~ro himself has acknowledged that he actively
assisted the Sandinista$ in the early 70's when they were training in
the Mitldle East with terr~rist factions of _the PLO.
_ - And finally there is the latest .partner of Iran, Libya,
Nort-h Korea ·and Cuba in - a campaign of international terror -- the
communist regime in Nicaragua. The Sandinistas not only sponsor
terror in El Salvador, -Costa - Rica, and Honduras -- terror that led
recently to the murder of four United S_tates Marines, . two c-iv ilians,
and seven Latin Americans. They - pro~ide one of the world's principal
refuges . for int~~nat~on~ ~erro~ists.
Members of the Italian government have openly charged
that Nicaragua is harboriqg some - of Italy's worst terrorists. And
when we have evidence that in addition to Italy's Red Brigades, other
elements of the- world's mos.t vicious terrorists groups -- West
Germany's Baader-Meinhoff Gang, the Basque ETA, the PLO, the
Tupamaros, and the IRA have found a haven in Nicaragua and support
from th~t country's communist dictatorship.
In fact, the communist regime in Nicaragua has made
itself a focal point for the terrorist network and a case study in
the extent of its scope.
Consider for j-Ust a moment that in addition to
establishing strong international alliances with Cuba and Libya,
including the receipt of enormous amounts of arms and ammunition, the
Sandinistas are also receiving extensive assistance from North Korea.
Nor are they reluctant to acknowledge their debt to the government of
North Korea dictator Kim Il-sung. Both Daniel and Humberto Ortega
have recently paid official and state visits to North Korea to seek
additional assistance and more formal relations .
So we see the Nicaraguans tied to Cuba, Libya, and North
Korea. And that leaves only Iran. What about ties to Iran? Well,
yes, only recently the Prime Minister of Iran visited Nicaragua
bearing expressions of solidarity from the Ayatollah for the
Sandinista communists.

.. ............

-
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_
Now, I spoke a moment ago about the strategic goals that
·...are motivatin~ ihese ~errorist states. In a minute, I will add some
co_mmen-ts-ot -JnY ..:9Wlr, - but for the !ftOrnent., why do_n' t . we let the leaders
- of - the·s-e .-o1J-tlaw- gov~rnments speak for themselves about their
objectives? Dur'ing his · state visit to North Korea, Nicaragua's
- sand inista lea-der, Daniel Ortega, heard Kim Il-sun<J s-ay this about
the mutual objectives of North Korea arid Nicaragua: ·1~ the peoples
of the revolutionary countries of the world put pressure on and deal
blows at Unit~a--States imperialism in all places where it stretches
its talons of aggression, they _will make it powerless and impossible
- to behave as dominator any longer.• - And Colonel Qaddafi, who has a
formal alliance with North Korea, echoed Kim Il-sung's words when he
,laid out the agenda for the terrorist network: •we must force
America to fight on a hundred fronts all over the earth. we must
force it - to fight in Lebanon, to fight in Chad, to fight in Sudan,
and to fighf in El Salvador."
So there we have it. Iran, Libya, North Korea, Cuba,
Nicaragua -- continents away, tens of thousands of miles apart -- but
the same goals and objectives. I submit to you that the growth in
terrorism in recent years results from the increasing involvement of
these states in _terrorism in every region of the world. This is
terrorism that is part of a pattern, the work of a confederation of
terrorist states. Most of the terrorists who are kidnapping and
murdering American citizens and attacking American installatio~s are
be_ing _trained, f in-anced, and directly or indirectly controlled by a
core group of radical _and totalitarian governments -- a new,
international version of Murder, Incorporated. And all of these
states are united by one, simple, crimi_nal p·henomenon -- their ·
fanaticar hatred of the United States, our people, our way of life,
our international stature.
- ~ -AnJ tne strateg i-c --purpose - behind the -terr-or ism sponsored - by these outlaw states is clear: to disorient the United States, to
disrupt or alter our foreign policy, to sow discord between ourselves
and our allies, to - frighten friendly Third World nations working with
us for peaceful settlements of regional conflicts, arid finally, to
remove American influence from those areas of the world where we're
working to bring stable and democratic government. In short, to
cause us to retreat, retrench, to become •Fortress America." Yes,
their real goal is to expel America from the world.

- - __ -

And that is the reason these terrorist nations are
arming, training, and supporting attacks against this nation. And
that is why we can be clear on one point: these terrorist states are
now engaged in acts of war against the government and people of the
United States. And under international law, any state which is the
victim of acts of war has the right to defend itself.
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Now, fo~ Lhe_ benefit of these qut~aw governments who are
- sponsor i-ng int-ern.lt-=ional - ter-rorism :il9ai"ns.t -- .9u~"---flat-ion, -1 • m prepared -t
offer a brie.f lesson -iri Alnerician- nistory:- ~ A _!lumber of times in
America's past, foreign_ tyrants, warlords -and totalitarian dictators
_ have misinterpreted · the well-known -1ikeabilfty, patience and
generosity of the American - people as signs of weakness or even
decadence. Well, _it's true.- We a-r -e -an-=- -easy".'.'going people, slow to _
wrath; hesitant to see dan9er looming over every horizon. But it's
also_ true that when t;_h e _emotions of the Am~ric~n people are aroused,
when- their patriotism and tbeir anger are triggered, there are no
limits to their national valor nor their consuming passion to protect
this nation's cherished tradition of freedom. Teddy Roosevelt once
put it this way:
"The American people a-re - slow to wrath, but when
the wrath is once kindled it burns like a consuming flame. 11 And it
was another leader, this time a foreign adversary, Admiral Yamamoto,
who warned his own nation after its attack on Pearl Harbor that he
feared "we have only awakened a sleeping giant and his reaction will
be terrible."
Yes, we Americans have our disagreements, sometimes noisy
ones, almost always in public -- that's the nature of our open
society.
But no foreign power should mistake disagreement for
disunity. Those who are tempted to do so should reflect on our
national character and - our history, a~isfory littered with the
wreakage of regimes who - made the - mistak~ of_ underestimating the vigor and will of the Amer~can people.
So, let me today speak for a unit~d people. Let me say
simply: We're Americans. We love this ~ountry. We -1ove what she
stands for.
And we will always defend )ler.
(Applause.) Thank you
very much. Thank you.
(Applause.) GQ<i__bless you.
(Applause.)
Thank you and God bless - you~ We li--ve fot f -r-eed6.m ... .:..- our own-; our children's
and we will always stand ready to sacrifice for that
freedom.
-

So the American people are not -- I repeat, not -- going
to tolerate intimidation, terror and outright acts of war against
- this nation and its people. And we're especially not going to
tolerate these attacks from outlaw states run by the strangest
collection of misfits, looney tunes and squalid criminals -(laughter) -- since the advent of the Third Rei~h.
(Applause.)
Now
this network of
who it is we're
motivating this

I've taken your time today to outline the nature of
terrorist states, so that we might ~s a nation know
up against and identify the long-term goals
conferation of criminal governments.

:

-
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Do not for a moment, however, think that this discussion
- has been all-inclusive. First of all -- though their _ strength does
~ ~no~ match that -G-f tne groups supported by the terroris~ network_I!ve
- al~eady mentioned -- there are some terrorist organizations that are - indigenous to certain . localities or countries which are not
necessarily tied to this interna~ional network. And second, the
countries I have mentioned today are not necessarily tbe only ones
that support terrorism against the United States and its allies.
Those which I've described are simply the ones that can be most
directly impl!cated.
Now, the question of the Soviet Union's close
relationship with almost all of the terrorist states that I have
mentioned and the implications of these Soviet ties on bilateral
relations with the United States and other democratic nations must be
recognized. So too, Secretary of State Shultz in his speech of June
24th of last year openly raised the question of Soviet support for
terrorist organizations, as did Secretary Haig before him.
With regard to the Soviet Union, there is one matter that
I cannot let go unaddressed today. During the recent hostage crises
in Beirut 39 Americans were brutally kidnapped; an American sailor
was viciously beaten; another American sailor stomped and shot to
death: the families and loved ones of these hostages un~ergo
indescribable suffering and a sense of distre~s, an e
e
s-preading through our nation like a r · r · e fire. The Soviet- Union
e some o- ic
comments t rough its government-coru:rolled press.
The Soviet government suggested that the United States was not _
sincerely concerned about this crisis, but that we were, instead, in
the grip of -- and I use the Soviets' word here -- "hysteria." The
Soviet Union a~so charged tha.t- the United States was only looking for
a --- and, again, I use their word -- "pretext" for a military
and,
- ~gain, I use-their word -- "invasion."
.
Well now, ladies and gentlemen of the American Bar, there
is a non-Soviet word for that kind of talk.
(Laughter.)
It's an
extremely useful, time-tested 9rigirial American_!iord, one with deep
roots in our rich agricultural and farming tradition.
(Laughter.)
(Applause.)
Now, much needs to be done by all of us in the community
of civilized nations. We must act against the criminal .menace of
· terrorism with the full weight of the law -- both domestic and
international. We will act to indict, apprehend and prosecute those
who commit the kind of atrocities the world has witnessed in recent
weeks.

-
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We can act together as f r.ee -peoples who wiSh -not to see our citizens kidnapped, or shot, or blown -out o·f -the - skies -- just as
we acted together to rid the .seas of_ pi~~Y- ~t the-.turn of the la_st
century. And incidentally-; -those-=ot--you . who
-=legal _ sch.o~-r- s
note the law's description of _pirates _.: _-"host is human is"-·-- -"the - enemies of all mankind." There gan be no- place on earth- left wnere
it is safe for these monsters to rest, - or - train, or practice -their
cruel and deadly skills. We must act together,_ or unilat~rally if
necessary, to ensure that terrorists -have no -sanctuary anywhere. - _

-are

w1u-- -

Vice President Bush returned · f-rom Eu~ope last week after_
intense consultations with our allies on practical steps to combat· _
terrorism. He'll be heading up -a government-w1de task force to
review and recommend improvements in our efforts to halt · t4:ri~rism.
For those countries which sponsor such acts or fail to
take action against terrorist criminals, tne civilized world needs to
ensure that their nonfeasance and malfeasance are answered with
actions that demonstrate our unified resolve that this kind of
activity must cease. For example, I've informed our allies and
others that the Beirut International Airport, through which have
passed 15 percent of the world's hijackings since .1970, must be made
safe. And until that time, the airport should be closed • ..
(Applause.)
~inally, I want you to accep€ a challenge --- to become part of the solution to -the problem of terror ism. You "bav.e a fundamental concern for the law, and i t.•·s upon ·the law that
terrorists trample. You need to address this problem in conferences
and conventions that will lead us to a better domestic and
international legal framework for dealing with terrorism. You must
help this government and 9thers to deal legally with lawle~sness.
_
Where _legislat-ion must be crafted to _allow _a ppropr-iate .au.t h:cirjties oto
act, you should help to craft or change it~ In the -past, lawy-ers
have helped when civilization was threatened by lawbreakers. And now
is the time to do so again.

-- What I place before you this morning is not pleasant, nor
will the solution be easy. The answer to the threat of international
terrorism is difficult, but it can be found. It is to be found in a
clear understanding of the problem and our -- the expression of our
national will to do something about it. It's always been so with any
important cause; it's why our Declaration of Independence was more
important to our Revolution than any one military maneuver or single
battle. And that is why we do not today engage in policy discussions
or focus on strategic options but simply state the facts about the
nature of international terrorism and affirm America's will ~o resist
it.

-:- .
But there is another po int that needs to be made her-e -the' point l m~de at the start of this d i scussion.
Tha_t __ in t~king_ a
strategic, not just a tactical view of t errorism-, we musf-- under:Stand that the greatest hope the terrorists and their support~rs ha~bor - -
the ve~ y reason fer t11eir cruelty and v i ciousness of t.heir tactics ~
is to disorient the American people, tc> cause disunity, to disrupt -or
alter our foreign policy, to keep us from the steady pursuit - of our
strategic interests, to distract us from our very real hope that
_ someday the nightmare of totalitarian rule will end and
_
self-government and personal freedom will become the birthright -of every people on Earth.
And here, my fellow Americans, is where we find the real
motive behind the rabid and increasing anti-Americanism of the
internatinal terrorist network.
I have been saying for some years
now that the cause of totalitarian ideology is on the wane; that all
across the world there is an uprising of mind and wi ll, a tidal wave
of longing for freedom and self-rule.
Well, no one senses this better than those who now stand
atop totalitarian states, especially those nations on the outer
eriphery of the totalitarian world like Iran, Libya, North Korea,
uba and Nicaragua. Their rulers are frightened; they know that
reedom is on the march and when it triumphs, their time in po~er is
You see, it's true that tot alitarian gover-nments - are very
powerful and, over the short term, may be better organized than the
democracies. But it's also true -- and no one knows this better than
totalitarian rulers themselves -- that these regimes are weak in a
way that no democracy can ever be weak.
For the fragility of
totalitarian government is the fragility of any regi~e whose hold on
its people is limited to the instruments of police-state repression.
That is why the stakes are so high, and why we must
persevere. Preedom · itself is the issue -- our own and th.e _entire
world's.
Yes, America is still -a symbol to a few -- a symbol that is
feared and hated. But to more -- many millions more -- a symbol that
is loved, a country that remains a shining city on a hill.
Teddy Roosevelt -- and he is a good Preside-nt to quote in
these circumstances -- put it so well :
"We, here in America, hold in
our hands the hope of the world, the fate of the coming years;
and
shame and , disgrace will be ours if in our eyes the light of high
resolve is dimmed, if we trail in the dust the golden hopes of man."
And that light of high resolve, those golden hopes are
now ours to preserve and protect, and with God's help, to pass on to
generations to come.
I can't close without telling you one little incident
here. When I say, "We are a symbol of hope," I have, on my desk at
home, a letter s i gned by 10 women in the Soviet Union. They are all
in a prison camp i n that Union -- a labor camp. The letter is no
more than 2-1/2 inches wide, and just an inch hig h , and yet, by hand ,
they wrote a complete letter, signed their 10 names to it, smuggled
that and another document just a little bigger -- about a three-inch
square of paper -- that is the chart of the hunger strikes they have
endured.
And they smuggled it out to be sent to me because they
wanted to tell me and al l of you that the United States, where they
are, in that prison, still remains their hope that keeps them going
-- their hope for the world.
~h~nlr
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much. God bless you all.

(Applause.)

